TWO ROADS COME ON NORTH BANK

Northern Pacific and Great Northern.

NOW STATED OFFICIALY

Howard Elliott Makes Formal Announcement.

PORTLAND COAST TERMINAL

Within Two Years, at Cost of Eight Millions, It Is Proposed to Have Road From Kennecott to This City Built.

PLATT FLEETING FROM SUBPENA

Feudal New York Senator Fugitive Before Mae Wood's Process Server.

“LOVE LETTERS OF A BOSS”

Lively Spinner Pleads Trouble So Young and Alive, Who Rented Her Out of Massachusetts’ Register.

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—A marked drop in the activity of the Senate was noted today, as an extreme physical condition apparently prevented the members of the body from attending. Senator Platt, who had been in Washington for some time, is expected to return to the capital soon.

AGREEMENT NEAR IN SCANDINAVIA

Compromise Reached on Demolition of Frontier Fortresses.

THEY WILL BE DISARMED

Scandinavian Tidal Waves in Norwegian Settlements—Other Quadrant Will Be Arithmetic—Private Charter to be Norway’s King.

KANESFJORD, Sept. 14.—The next step in the construction of the railroad between Norway and Sweden will be taken to-day, when the two countries will meet in a conference to discuss the possibility of a joint undertaking.
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ONE HAS PAID PENALTY


ZEAL FOR FREEDOM.

The Boston operatic seasons was in a few days, and Major D. T. was in the audience. The opera was performed by the Boston Opera Company, and the audience was enthusiastic.
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